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Entertainment plus
A great new entertainment area is a stunning extension
for this residence

David Wylie and Brian Formosa from Design
Pools are more than just pool builders. In this
case, they have created a pool, cabana and outdoor
entertaining area.
Designed by the team at Design Pools, the pool
and entertainment area has injected this property,
now an entertainer’s heaven, with a new lease on
life. The brief from the client was to bring the
indoor and outdoor entertaining spaces together
to create one large multi-purpose area for adults
and children alike.
The cabana includes a bathroom, with shower,
and a full kitchen with barbecue facilities. The
servery to the decking area and the full glass
bi-fold doors create an open feel to the room and
help bring together the two areas.
A waterblade water feature adds eye-catching
drama for those enjoying the cabana and
barbecue area.
All modern conveniences were included to
ensure this pool is used year round with minimal
effort required. A Polaris 280 pool cleaner was
installed, along with a PoolPower self-chlorinator
and pumps by Waterco. To keep the pool warm
and ready for use all year, solar heating was
incorporated and a LARS 420 mega joule gas
heating system was installed for the spa.
David and Brian give you the chance to deal
directly with your builder. Offering a team of
fully qualified and licensed builders, carpenters
and pool builders who are dedicated to providing
quality workmanship and customer satisfaction, the
company offers a comprehensive range of quality
services for any project — from the construction
of a stunning new pool and its surrounds to the
creation of patios, pergolas, timber decking, brick
gazebos and more.
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ABN: 82 8668 5419
Builder’s Licence Number: 187842C

Design Pools works in conjunction with
pool designers, architects, engineers and
councils to ensure your personal vision
can become a reality. Design Pools also
supplies and repairs all pool filtration,
equipment and heating systems.
The people at Design Pools pride
themselves on quality and guarantee
professionalism, efficiency and, above all
else, experience.
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